The Cassini spacecraft will launch October 1997 and will perform a detailed examination of the Saturnian system, including the release of a probe to study Saturn's largest satellite, Titan. The star tracker for the Cassini mission must provide accurate data during the 12 years of flight including four years of measurement in a harsh radiation environment. The star tracker will provide autonomous star identification over the entire celestial sphere using a 4,000 entry on-board star catalog. Three axis attitude reference will be determined by measurements of two stars in the tracker field of view and this will allow the gyroscopes to be turned off during the cruise phase of the flight.

An overview of the Cassini Star Tracker hardware, requirements and algorithms is presented. The Cassini Star Tracker consists of a CCD based star camera, called the Stellar Reference Unit (SRU), which is being built by Officine Galileo(2). The operation of the SRU, including functional modes, exposure times, and areas of the CCD to digitize is under the control of the Cassini Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS) Flight Computer (AFC). The raw digital pixel data is transmitted from the SRU through a dedicated direct memory access (DMA) interface to the AFC memory for subsequent processing. All pixel processing and centroiding is performed within the AFC.

Once the initial attitude has been determined, the AFC algorithms will choose which stars within the SRU field of view to track in order to maintain attitude knowledge. The SRU will have a 15° field of view and will provide $60 \mu \text{rad} (3\sigma)$ 2-axis position measurement accuracy for stars of approximate visual magnitude 6.2 and brighter. The required 1 mrad $(3\sigma)$ twist accuracy is provided by star separation.

The SRU will be one of the spacecraft attitude reference sensors that are integrated into the three axis attitude determination system.
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